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LSTM(1)

-- decaying error backflow

-- gradient based

-- constant error flow through constant error carousels

-- as for rnn, short-term memory, store representations of recent input 
events in the form of activations; long-term, embodied by slowly 
changing weights

-- traditional rnn, error signals explode or vanish exponentially 
depending on the weights

-- previous work to bridge long time lags



LSTM(1)

-- exponentially decaying error, analysis

// 

-- input gate to protect the memory contents from perturbation by 
irrelevant inputs 

-- output gate to protect other units from perturbation by currently 
irrelevant memory contents 



LSTM(1)



LSTM(1)

-- input gate(output gate) may use inputs form other memory cells to 
decide whether to store (access) certain information in its memory cell

-- (why gate units) To avoid input weight conflicts, input weight controls 
the error flow to memory cell’s input connections. To circumvent cell’s 
output weight conflicts, output gate controls the error flow from 
output connections.(BP) That is, the net can use input gate to decide 
when to keep or override information in memory cell and output gate 
to decide when to access memory cell and when to prevent other units 
from being perturbed.(Propagate) 

-- by scaling the errors, open/close access to constant error flow



LSTM(1)

-- out gate sometimes prevent the net’s attempts at storing long-time-
lag memories(hard to learn) from perturbing activations representing 
easily learnable short-time-lag memories

-- may abuse cell

-- tasks to demonstrate the quality of a novel long-time-lag algorithm: 
minimal time lags; complex enough



LSTM(2)

-- instantiate dynamics

-- LSTM(1) not for very long or continual time series that are not a prior 
segmented, causing the internal values of the cells to grow without bound

-- any training procedure for rnns which is powerful enough to span long 
time lags must also address the issue of forgetting in short term 
memory(unit activations)

-- forgetting may occur rhythmically or in an input-dependent fashion 

-- when in/out are closed(activation around zero), irrelevant inputs and noise 
don not enter the cell , and the cell state does not perturb the remainder of 
the network



LSTM(2)

-- LSTM(1) may have saturation of output squashing function, cell 
states are explicitly reset to zero, not “forever” memory

-- adaptive “forget gates”



LSTM(2)



LSTM(2)

-- the forget gate’s activation ranges between 0 and 1, “gradually restes”

-- bias weights for gates are initialized with negative values for input 
and output gates positive for forget. Implies in the beginning, forget 
gate activation will be almost 1.0 and the entire cell will be behave like 
a standard LSTM cell. Forget anything until it has learned to forget.

-- backward pass, fusion of bp through time(BPTT) and real time 
recurrent learning(RTRL)



LSTM(3)

-- cell provides short-term memory storage for extended time periods

-- input, forget and output gate can be trained to learn, respectively, 
what information to store in the memory ,how long to store it and 
when to read it out.

-- each gate receives connections from the input units and the outputs 
of all cells, no direct connection from the CEC it is supposed to control



LSTM(3)



LSTM(4)



Encoder-decoder(1)

-- two rnns, one encodes a sequence of symbols into a fixed-length 
vector representation and the other decodes the representation into 
another sequence of symbols. 

-- jointly trained to maximize the conditional probability of a target 
sequence given a source sequence.

-- rnn to predict the next symbol in a sequence, to compute the 
probabililty of the sequence, the sample a new sequence by iteratively 
sampling a symbol at each time step



Encoder-decoder(1)



Encoder-decoder(2)

-- a fixed-length context vector is problematic for long sentences

-- sequence to sequence, automatically (soft-)search for parts of a 
source sentence that are relevant to predicting a target word, without 
having to form these parts as a hard segment explicitly
-- with attention 



Encoder-decoder(2)



Attention based(1)

-- maximize the likelihood of the target description sentence given the 
training image

-- not attend



Attention based(2)

-- cnn to extract a set of feature vectors which we refer to as 
annotation vectors 



Neural Turing Machine

-- computer program: elementary operations, logical flow control, 
external memory (write to and read from). 

-- rnn is turing complete

-- controller, memory bank

-- read: memory matrix, with a vector of weightings over the locations

-- write: taking inspiration from input and forget gates in LSTM, an 
erase followed by an add

-- controller as registers in the processor

-- dnn controller mimics rnn



Neural Turing Machine



Neural Turing Machine



Memory Network

-- I: input feature map

-- G: generalization

-- O: output feature map

-- R: response

-- they can potentially use any existing ideas from ML literature, e.g., 
SUM, dnn, decision tree.



Memory Network


